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BIO
self-described speculative designer
science + technology + mortality
interested in the unique comforts on which people rely



A Form of Happiness
Comments on consumerism and the role of dopamine in the sale of material goods. Is a self-referential analysis of its own 
effects and use. A physical manifestation of the rush of dopamine experienced when such desirable products are spotted.



New Survivalism: Alternative Bug Out Bags
A series of six projects that embody protagonists in a post-apocalypic world. Each of these protagonists is on a mission to 
preserve some element of culture or survival that might be important after society collapses.



“I’ve got enough chemicals here 
to power a village. And when 
the grid shuts off, I have a 
feeling I’ll be in demand.”



The Biophotovoltaics Hacktivist
Based on solar technology in development at MIT, this kit can grow living a living solar panel without electricity or tools.



“Congratulations Reserves 
Member! In the boundless 
electromagnetic Search for 
Extra-Terrestrial Intelligence...”



The SETI Reserves Member
In the event of societal collapse, the large scanners SETI uses to search for alien life may be out of commission. This kit 
provides reserve members with a piece of a portable radio telescope array. Members are able to show their commitment to the 
goals of SETI after a collapse.



“Consider it an insurance policy 
for your dreams.”



The Futurist Storyteller
Without cultural context, people will lose the ability to create dreams for the future and establish a basis for future actions from 
the past. These thinking tools bridge the gap.



“...when the time comes, I leave 
here empty-handed but fully 
prepared.”



The Re-Wilder
This kit trains a protagonist to survive without the use of a kit. Returning to pre-agrarian society in the event of a collapse could 
preclude the need for rebuilding.



“Who is taking the memories of 
these artifacts to the people, 
when the people can no longer 
come to them?”



The Object Guardian
In preparation for museums disappearing, this protagonist assembles a mass of small-scale replicas of iconic objects from 
human history. 



“...who defines common sense in 
a crisis anyway? Do I pray for a 
miracle or set up a committee?”



The Decision Maker
This protagonist is nervous about the affects of a post-disaster situation on our ability to effectively make decisions. The human 
desire to use logic to solve problems, so that we will never be without ideas.



CORE IDEAS
Dunne & Raby’s ideas of dreams and their importance
compartmentalizes vast issue to make it digestible
technology & culture make us dependent
avoid the “bunker mentality” and be proactive: A to C
straightforward illustration of speculative design



?
who are other protagonists whose concerns might be valuable?
is chemical dependence on dopamine harmful to society?
what systems might collapse that would necessitate these kits?
does planning for societal collapse delay or encourage it?


